


The "OMNIX GOLF" team is founded by the founder Austin himself for golf and has been serving 
in the field of club design for many years. He began to think "the club can be custom made 
according to individual needs and preferences." Is the golf bag feasible?"
So he assembled fashion designers and model experts, and actually developed a full-featured 
modular golf bag that can meet the requirements of personal ordering, function-oriented, light 
and practical.

With "OMNIX GOLF" as the core value of the brand, combine the Latin "OMNI" means vientiane 
and the "MIX" means fusion technology core, symbolizes "OMNIX GOLF" to show the infinite 
possibilities of bold innovation. Therefore, the brand name of "OMNIX GOLF" means to continu-
ously innovate for golf.

Now the "OMNIX GOLF" in front of you has overturned the impression of the golf bag in the 
past, allowing you to change the style of the bag as you like. Whether it is the change of 
storage space or the replacement of the golf bag parts, it is your unique style definitely. 
"OMNIX GOLF" fulfills all your imaginations about the golf bag.

Golf bag main body patent

In order to solve the bulky structure of the traditional bag, "OMNIX GOLF" is composed of a 
main body designed as a barrel frame. The main body is composed of a plurality of patented 
design parts, a strong plastic steel head frame and a universal wheel bottom base. Plus a 
high-strength carbon pillar rods for a light and firm effect.

Detachable wheels patent

Even if wheels firmed on the bag have better mobility on the ground, but the functionality is 
very general. "OMNIX GOLF" wants to coexist convenience and function. Through the patent-
ed detachable base system, the functionality of the golf bag is changed more, so that the 
wheels is no longer a burden on the golf bag. The convenience of mobility also eliminates the 
extra weight.

Detachable golf bag patent

"OMNIX GOLF" detachable golf bag, breaking the existing model of the golf bag, exclusive 
patented components and a variety of bag design, completely beyond the old imagination, 
the golf bag is not just a bag with clubs, the multi-functional designed bag can be easily 
stored, and it can be turned into a variety of bags for different purposes. The variety of detach-
able outer garment can create a personal style as desired.

B r a nd  s t o r y

Th r e e  p a t e n t s  c o r e  t e c h no l o g i e s



The world's first creation, with 16 parts assembled and detach-
able golf bag.
Assembly method:Open the four black bases at the bottom of 
the main body, and insert the four pillar rods into the upper and 
lower hole of the main body, then fasten the four black bases. 
Pull the outer garment along the rails of the pillar rods, and 
buckle the buttons on the upper and lower sides of the outer 
garment. Finally, the handle and the shoulder strap can be 
installed on the main body.

The world's first detachable 『Golf  Bag』

The frame is made of  
high-strength resin to strengthen 
the protection of  the outer side of  
the golf  bag. The thickened inner 
Sponge cloth can effectively 
reduce the friction of  the golf  
club.

Exclusive detachable handle 
for free replacement of  favor-
ite colors.

The outer side of  the pillar rods is 
made of  high-strength resin material, 
and the inner part is made of  carbon 
fiber material with excellent elasticity, 
which greatly enhances the strength 
and lightweight of  the pillar rods.

Insert the outer garment along the 
rails of  the pillar rods to complete the 
assembly, and you can purchase other 
colors to change to a unique golf  bag.

The base is detachable, free 
to change wheels or without 
wheels style, even for female 
golfers, it can be easily 
replaced
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Model：Jun Aoki (Pure Blue)

Detachable golf  bag

Instantly become a practice golf  bag

After pulling out the outer garment, pull the bag under the back of  
the outer garment and attach the shoulder strap to become the prac-
tice bag.



Ultra-lightweight travel bag!

The special wheels can be replaced at any time!

Separate the base by pressing the two orange buttons on the 
base.

Mount the wheels to the base of  the base to become a brake-
able wheels mode

Open the travel bag and unfold it. The four telescopic 
belts on the bottom are fastened to the four bases of  the 
bag. You can store them as a convenience pack when not 
in use.
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Model: OCCA0103WN
Material：95% polyester

               5% polyurethane

Color：CAMO BLUE

Weight：2.8kg

Size：9inch



Model: OCCA0104WN
Material：95% polyester

               5% polyurethane

Color：CAMO BL/GN

Weight：2.8kg

Size：9inch
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Model: OCCA0102BN
Material：95% polyester

               5% polyurethane

Color：CAMO ORANGE

Weight：2.8kg

Size：9inch
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Model: OCCA0101BN
Material：95% polyester

               5% polyurethane

Color：CAMO SILIVER

Weight：2.8kg

Size：9inch
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Model: OCTA0105BN
Material：95% polyester

               5% polyurethane

Color：CAMO BLACK

Weight：2.9kg

Size：9inch
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Model: OCTA0106BN
Material：95% polyester

               5% polyurethane

Color：CAMO GREEN

Weight：2.9kg

Size：9inch
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Model: OCTA0121BN
Material：95% polyester

               5% polyurethane

Color：CAMO BEIGE

Weight：2.9kg

Size：9inch
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Model: OCTS0122WN
Material：95% polyester

               5% polyurethane

Color：CAMO PINK

Weight：2.9kg

Size：9inch
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Model: OCTA0161BN
Material：95% polyester

               5% polyurethane

Color：BLUE

Weight：2.9kg

Size：9inch
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Model: OCTS0111BN
Material：95% polyester

               5% polyurethane

Color：BLUE

Weight：2.9kg

Size：9inch
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Model: OCTS0141WN
Material：95% polyester

               5% polyurethane

Color：PURPLE

Weight：2.9kg

Size：9inch
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Model: OCTS0151WN
Material：95% polyester

               5% polyurethane

Color：BLUE

Weight：2.9kg

Size：9inch
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Model: OCCA0131BF
Material：40% polyester

               60% polyurethane

Color：BLACK

Weight：2.8kg

Size：9inch
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Model: OCCA0132BF
Material：40% polyester

               60% polyurethane

Color：BLUE

Weight：2.8kg

Size：9inch
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Model: OCCA0133BF
Material：40% polyester

               60% polyurethane

Color：YELLOW

Weight：2.8kg

Size：9inch
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Model: OCCA0134BF
Material：40% polyester

               60% polyurethane

Color：PINK

Weight：2.8kg

Size：9inch
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Model: OCCA0112BF
Material：95% polyester

               5% polyurethane

Color：BLACK

Weight：2.8kg

Size：9inch
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Model: OCCA0111BF
Material：95% polyester

               5% polyurethane

Color：BLUE

Weight：2.8kg

Size：9inch
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Model: OCCA0113BF
Material：95% polyester

               5% polyurethane

Color：BEIGE

Weight：2.8kg

Size：9inch
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Model: OCCA0114BF
Material：95% polyester

               5% polyurethane

Color：PURPLE

Weight：2.8kg

Size：9inch
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Model: OCSA0105ON
Material：100% polyester

Color：CAMO BLACK

Weight：2.0kg

Size：8.5inch



Model: OCSA0121BN
Material：100% polyester

Color：CAMO BEIGE

Weight：2.0kg

Size：8.5inch



Model: OCSA0122PN
Material：100% polyester

Color：CAMO PINK

Weight：2.0kg

Size：8.5inch



Model: OA001 WHEELS SET

COLOR：BLACK

WEIGHT：335g

Model: OA002 TRAVEL BAG

COLOR：BLACK

WEIGHT：396g



SHANGCHONG INTERNATIONAL CO.,LTD.

ADD:2F.,No.30,Ln.186,Kangle St.,Neihu Dist.,Taipei City 114 Taiwan

TEL:+886-2-25850683

MAIL:frank@omnixgolf.com


